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3) To redirect anyone who is listening. I have allowed: "as an
interim measure. to inform their listeners of their recent QSY. up
to and including Friday November 13th. a member of their team may
make responsibly short broadcasts on 144.525MHz at half hourly
intervals referring listeners to 144.625 while the slow morse
broadcasts are taking place on 144.625MHz."
I hope you will accept in the true spirit of amateur radio their
use of 144.525 during the next month for this purpose. I would ask
you and other members of the Chiltern OX Association to show
restraint and to co-operate fully until the VHF Committee have
resolved the matter.
My apologies for the
members and good OX!

inconvenience

that

this may have caused your
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THE EDITOR.
Quite a lot has happened
since
both in terms of the DX world generally,
and also
to CDXC.

the last
newsletter,
specifically
relating

Firstly,
the HF Convention
was a great success on all counts,
and the
excellent
CDXC
display generated quite a lot of interest and
several
new
members.
The
high
attendance
of CDXC members
makes
me
wonder
whether
the
CDXC Rnnual Meeting should be re-sFh.duled
in
future
to
take place on,
say, the Saturday of the Convent ton, in order that more
of the distarlt membe,'s car, make it. I'm sut'eitti'!l!'!:ha--it'lllan
would welcome
any comments
for or against this suggestion~
,

U~
Brett Rider. G4FLQ
Senior Membership Services Officer
CC

newsletter
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G4LJF. G4LQP. G3KMA
Chairman RSGB HF Committee: G3ZAY
Chairman RSGB VHF Committee: G3ZNU

Octobe,' we begarl to have serious pr-obi ems with "525"
due to
the
slow morse gang moving on to the frequency.
More of this overleaf.
The
other
event
of
great significance
to several members was
the
storm
which devastated
S. E.
England, _ taking .~...•.
large numbsn- of antermas with
'it (see the G4LJF photo).
'
---:_

DX

Immediately
after
the
storm' I ~ound
myself out
in
Geneva
for
the
Telecom 87 exhibition,
which 'gave me chance to meet Einar, LR1EE, once
agairl and
to
hear his lect"-",',,,,-fo,'
the secorld time.
I also
had
the
opportunity
to go out for dinne~ with the Geneva Club (HB9G) which gave
me chance for a long chat with Pierre,
HB9RMO, a dedicated
HF DXer. Rn
HF station,
HB9/UK3F,
was bein~ operated
from the Russian stand at the
exhibition,
and the IRRU had its own stand,
manned by
G30UF,
G3FKM,
W1RU, I1RYS
arid othe,'s.

WE3T.ERN

Dur-Lriq

GROUP

The Western DX Group exists in South West England and South Wales. It is not a
club and has no formal structure. Its purpose is to bring together those
actively interested in pursuing HF DX by providing immediate information about
DX station activity as it occurs. Information is passed on or rel~ved to other
group members by use of 2 metre FM on 144.525 MHz.
The group started in 1982 using the same frequency as the Chiltern DX Club. '
Tod~V there are nearly 30 DX information contributors from Monmouth to Yeovil
and across to South Devon. Some can hear all stations while others rely on
rel~ved information. It is now becoming increasingly possible to exchange
information not only with Chiltern DX Club members but also other groups
elsewhere in the Southern UK who are also using the same frequency.
The value and added enjoyment that the group provides can be seen in the
number of newly licensed amateurs in the group area who have immediately
become DX enth~iasts. Some GWO and GO operators have already worked in excess
of 260 DXCC countries and are anticipating the Honour Roll. Others who have
been chasing DX for m~v years have increased their 6 band scores and found
enjoyment in helping the new DX operators.
~vone who seriously pursues DXCC is welcome. Listen on 144.525 and if you can
hear DX information fro!!!the Western DX Group then join in, we will be pleased
to have you.

We
have
seen some excellent
band conditions
over the last
couple
of
months which,
cOI~pled with seve,'al inte,'estirlg DXpeditions,
have rllade
for
a very interesting
period.
The VU4GDG DXpedition
was easy to work
on 80-10.
Ron,
ZL1RMO, showed up as VK9RB from Cocos Keeling, and was
workable
almost daily on 10 CW.
The SORRSD operation
eventually
came
off and was worked in the UK on 6 bands.
Pekka,
OH1RY, turned up from
yet
mo,'e Pacific ).ocations,
and was workable
f r-om most on 80 and
40.
Unfortunately
he seems to have been making more use of lists and
nets
this time around.
Walte,', DJ6QT, appe ar-ad as S79WS and was worked on 6
bands,
with
several CDXC members making it on 160.
Rnd 18 and
24MHz
have
been buzzing with Pacific and No,'th Rme"ican
DX.
Unfortunately
this
proved ~o be too much of a temptation
to a number
of UK aOlateurs,

\

LIMITED

who turned to SSB to work the USA-on 24MHz.
Remember,
whether
we
use
SSB on 10MHz is a matter for the amateur radio fraternity
to decide.
On
18 and 24MHz, though,
it is absolutely
not permitted
for UK amateurs
at
the
present time.
The power limit of 10 watts also
stands,
together
with the restriction
on antennas.

R A D I 0 S 0 C IE T Y
OF GREAT BRITAIN
Patron: HRH TM Prmce

We extend
GW3CDP,
DK91{X,
G4IUF,
G3ZBA,
G3SVB,

a war~l welcome

this

time

to the

following

new

BY GUAR ANTEE

Doke of EdInburgh. KG

P'hlhp.

Member Society: w,terlUllOnoi,lAmoi,twr ~IO

Union

Founded 1913.Inc.orporated 1926.

members:

D.Evans,
71 Crymlyn
Rd, Neath, W.Glamorgan,
SAIO 6EG, Wales.
Ha"s Hannapel,
Eschenbruch
Strasse
I, D-5000 Koln 80, FDR.
Mike Parker,
Greenacres,
23 pannal AYe,
Pannal,
Harrogate,
Yor-kss , HG3 IJR
Sidney Sefton, 8 Sand moor Ave, Leeds, LS17 7DW.
Tony Gatrell,
Sunnyside,
Muddles Green, Chiddingly,
Lewes,
E.Sussex,
BN86HW
(Tel: 0825 872599)

Mr H F Lewis, G3GIQ
271 Popes Lane
Ealing
LONDON
W5 4NH

Our ref: JCBR/se
12/10/87

Finally,
as this will be the last newsletter
before the festive season,
may
I take
this
opportunity
of wishing all
CDXC
members
a
Merry
Christmas
and a Happy New Year.
73 de Don,

G3XTT

Dear Mr Lewis
THE
525 SITUATION.
During the summer
144.525 has frequently
been used
for
slow morse practice
put'poses,
but in an ad hoc Olanner
which
has
caused
very few problems
for CDXC.
However,
in early October
matters
got
Much worse
when t"'he f or-m.a
L RSGB-spot-lsoY'ed
slow
rl10t"'Se tt"'al'"lsmissions
in
the
SE of England were moved to 525 under a 1'letter
of
variation"
ft'om RSGB HQ.
This came about because
14-4.625,
pr-ev i o us Ly
used
fot'
these transmissions,
was being used more and more as an alternative
to
650
for
packet
radio
when 650 was in
heavy_ use.
The
slow
morse
organisers
had tried to find a~ unallocated
and lightly used frequency
as an alternative,
and had chosen 525 after Monitoring
it
extensively
o vel'''''

the

surnmet ...•

To an extent, my sympathy
goes out t~ the slow morse crowd, who perforrn
a
valuable
set'vice
and ,
ultimately,
could well
be
pr-ov i d i nq
new
cOY"lvet"'ts to
HF.
CDXC dCles not
0WyI 525,
despite
some
uYlfor·tunate
claims
over
the
air
by members of ~DXC who ought
to
know
better.
However,
neither do the slow morse organisers,
and the rudeness
with
which
some of them tried to evict CDXC members off 525 did nothing
to
help the cause of harmony and peaceful
co-existence.
It still beats me
why aYIY gt...
o up needs
to send 3 hout" CW "mat"athons",
without
a br-e ak rot .•.
others
to
use
the channel
from time to time.
Surely no
budding
CW
operator
can
cope
with so much,
without
at
least
the
occasional
"com'fort breakll~
1I

II

The
real problem
is that so many folk now want to use 2-metres
during
the
evenings
that
there are not enough channels
to
go
around.
The
sooner
we get 12.5kHz spacing the better.
One is also tempted
to
ask
whether other bands would be more suitable
for packet
or,
indeed,
DX
alterting'
CDXC
has used a 4 metre frequency
for some years but
even
now
only
a
handful
of members are
suitably
equipped.
Practically,
though,
it is an expensive
business
to change bands, although
I suppose

I believe that through an unfortunate chain events, the London slow
morse broadcasters have rece~tly been using 1~4.525MHz.
Their problem has been that their regular frequency of 144.625 has
been overtaken by the upswing in popularity of packet radio, and the
recent IARU
decision
to recommend 144.625-144.725 for data
communications.
As a temporary measure prior to the next vhf
committee meeting, I allowed them a free choice of frequency to best
suit their local conditions with the proviso of not displacing an
estab 1ished net.
Unfortunately possibly through the method of operating, and the
lower level of DX activity during the summer, they were of the
opinion that 144.525 MHz was free. As this frequency does not have
band plan recognition for the warning net and accepting their
assurances they they had made a proper research over the past few
months, I issued letters of permission to them authorising slow
morse transmissions on this frequency in view of severe QRM they had
been experiencing on '625.
Through the chairman of the RSGB HF Committee, Martin Atherton, I
have been made very fully aware of the established use of this
frequency and that international recognition for its use as an HF OX
warning frequency is being considered.
I have therefore taken the following action.
1) I have written to all members of the London slow morse team
changing their broadcast back to 144.625MHz with immediate effect an
interim measure.
2) Suggested that they make another choice of frequency which will
be cleared through RSGB vhf committee before approval.
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Having
said this,
the letter of variation
has been rescinded
and
the
slow
Morse folk are back on 625 until a better
frequency
can be found.
One
was
heard
to say that they would go QRT
until
the
RSGB
could
provide
them Wittl
a frequency
fot, their exclusive
use. That~ of course,
isn't on,
as compu lsor-y band p Larm i nq by the RSGB 01' the D rI has ne vel'
existed
in this country,
thank goodness.
Meanwhile
it behoves
CDXC not
to gloat but to use 525 responsibly.
Only today I heard one CDXC member
come
up on 525 without
giving
his callsign
to announce
~Z6FIC O~ 28MHz
to whoever
was listening
and ttlen to vanish.
Such an actlon,
of COUl~se,
breaches
the
licence
regulations
on two counts
- I'broadcasting"
and
"failing
to give callsign".
While the DTI ruay well be pl'epal'ed to
be
flexible,
plenty of people in the SE will now be listening
eagerly
for
any
sloppiness
on our part and will be only too qUIck to. expose
us
to
the
powers
that be.
Let's not give them
the
opportun1ty.
End
of

PRESS RELEASE
November 10, 1987
At its November meeting, the NCDXF Board of Directors voted to
provide US$l,OOO plus assistance with QSLs for each of,two
upcoming DXpeditions. The first, scheduled for November 16-25,
will be an expedition to Somalia, T5, by Hans, DK9KX, and Baldur,
DJ6SI. The second will be a two week operation from Auckland &
Campbell Islands, ZL9, in February, 1988, by Ron. ZL1AMO, Roly
ZL1BQD and Baz ZL1BN.

set""n1oYI!

- 0PACKET
RADIO
AND
THE HF DXer.
The RSGB HF
Committee
is
currently
looking
at
the role,
if any,
of packet radio on the HF
bands.
Any
ir-,fo~'med ir-,putto the debate wi 11 be r,wst welc,:,r.le
a~-.~oa n be, ser-.t to
G3XTT or G3ZAY.
Meanwhile,
I was interested
to read 1n The OX Bullet1n
about
AK1A's Pavillion
Software
DX Programs
for the IBM PC to
provide
OX
spotting
functions
and information
exchange
via packet
radio.
If
CDXC
members could adopt such a system the problems of 525 would be
a
thing of the past.
Of course,
the cost would be prohibitive,
at least
at present,
but who knows what the future might hold.
Here's what the
package
does.
Packet Clustel' r-aqui r-es at least one
"node",
a
fully
equipped
packet
station with IBM PC;
Users on the system
can
1nput
(via
a
suitable
VHF
frequency)
information
such
as
calls1gn
and
frequency
of the OX station.
The system automatically
adds date, time,
etc
and forwards
it to every station
in the net. Users can choose what
pat"'t i c u LarDX
i nf or-met i on they
want
to
t"eceive
(Urt ly 150m
i nf o ,
f orexample).
This
will be received
by their terminals
and displayed
onsC~'een~ The benefits
over conventional
FM nets are obvious.
No need to
listen all the time just in case something
comes up which you want. And
if
you aren't at the rig the information
will be received
and
stored
for when you get back. Further,
lots of other groups could use the same
frequency,
and there would be no mutual
interference.
And, of.course,
packet
repeaters
could
be
used
within
the
network
to
lncrease
geographical
coverage.
Sounds
too good to be true, doesn't
It? Perhaps
we
should
persuade
LJF to bring some of the software
back
from
the
States
at~ld "'''111'', ,':1 modest "pi lot 'I t r La I (Sot"'r"'y!) •

The Foundation's 14.1 MHz South African beacon station, ZS6DN,
currently is off the air because of a lightening strike. The ICs
are being replaced and ZS6DN should resume operation in a few
weeks. The NCDXF will make available detailed information on the
construction of beacon station equipment to anyone wishing to
construct additional beacons to fill or expand the network.
- 0 -

The Northern California DX Foundation announces the retirement of
long-time Director Bud Bane, W6WB, from the Board of Directors.
Bud has served as a Director since the early days of the
Foundation and was responsible for design of the logo, brochures
and literature. He will continue to serve as a Director Emeritus
and will provide guidance in his areas of professional expertise.
- 0 .•

The NCDXF has donated a Kenwood TS-440S transceiver to the
Egyptian Radio Club in hopes of stimulating·additional activity
from this rare DX location. This was the rig used by N6TJ in the
just-completed CQ WW SSB DX Contest for his operation as SU1ER.

For additional information, please contact the NCDXF, clo Rusty
Epps, W60AT, 651 Handley Trail, Redwood City, CA 94062, USA.
Telephone (415) 365-5918.

,
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OX
CALLBOOKS.
G40YO
has drawn attention
to th~ fact that it is
much
cheaper
to
import these direct from the USA (quote your
credit
card
number)
than to buy them from the RSGB.
The saving for non-members
of
the RSGB is some
[24! Bren's comment on this was censored
from DXNS.
Hope
you enjoy the rest of this bumper
newsletter.
Any
for the next one should reach the editor by 16th January.

:3

=.o.

BOX 717, OAKLAND, CA 94604 U.S.A.

contributions

101 All t-yr-yn Road
NEMPORT
Gwent NP9 5EF
8th October 1987
To those of you in England reading this, get cracking
next
March
to win the Bermuda Contest. It's well worth the effort.
I
am not allowed to win it for the next four years, but I will bet
my bottom Dollar that in 1992 I will!

CDXCNEMSLErTFR
G4LJFde GW4BLE

Take this as some random input for the next CDXC"secretary's
whatever.

The Oxford do was first class as you have probably heard from everyone else.
Thanks agin to Don, XTTand XYLfor their hospitality
on the Sunda,vevening.
I wonder what the current

status is on the re-designed certificates
of merit,
especially re:5AOA. Please send them on when you have time - that is if there
were any mouses available (hope that's the correct spelling!) hi!
Will not be on the CDXCSunda,Vnet for a few weeks due to contest OHM
- the
RSGB21/28MHzphone this coming weekend and the CQWWat end of month. Perhaps
the idea you had of a "club" entry can be given wider publicity for next
year's event as we are probably too late to get things organised for this one.
There seems to be some discontent (again l) from some quarters on CDXCmembers
not actually doing an,ything constructive - to those who do complain I ask the
question "What are YOU doing for the' club?". Hands up those who have never
appeared on the club net on 8Om; or didn't bother to send photographs for the
displa,v in Oxford; or who never announce an,v DXon 525 or have yet to
contribute an,ything to the newsletter? The list goes on and on•••• To those
who sa,v they haven't got time I sa,v "rubbish!" this is actual.Iv being typed
while at the sal tmine during the lunch break! !
Off the soap-box,
The Butternut vertical
is working OKbut the OO/4Omslopers in the favoured
direction certai~v
seem to have the edge even on the long haul stuff. No
complaints though it's alwa.VSusefull to have some sort of back-up,
John HTAproduced an information sheet on the Western DXGroup for the HP
convention and have enclosed a cop.r for you. This is not intended to be ,in
opposition to CDXCin an,Vwa.v; it is in fact not a club but just gives us in
the South West/Wales some sort of identity.
73 for now; will put this

Steve GW4BLE

word processor back to "official"

Summary Of Official Results VP9 Test 1987

notepad" or

mode, hi!

Bermuda
VP9IX
VP9IJ
VP9ID

West Germany
237,320
126,975
51,465

!iliA
KIZM
KE1E
W3ARK

DK8ZB
DJ3HJ
DJ9RX

219,,810
210,700
11,220

Canada
359,970
36,585
5,000

VE30ZB
VE3JGC

171,250
30,590

United Kingdom
G4LJF
G4YLO
G4SDJ
GD4HOO
G3HHF
G3YBH
G0ASM
G4IJW
G4FJT
G4SSN

292,220
229,860 (No Dupes Sheets)
51,260
38,250
615
500
405
360
200
105

N.B. There were many more high scores particularly from NA, but
logs were not submitted as the operators knew they would not win.

17 Elmhow Grove,
Hawkley Hall,
WIGAN,
Lancashire,
WN3 SRQ.
October 12th 1987.
John W3MA ran 80M during the night, and spent most of the day
filming
us with his video camera! He found the DVK
invaluable
and I must admit I did too. I also got first hand experience
of
how effective a beverage can be and would
thoroughly
recommend
anyone
has has the space to try one, or three!
Each rig had a dedicated band pass receive filter
installed,
usually via a pair of jumpers attached to the transverter
socket
on the rear. These were really effective,
and allowed
almost
totally
unrestricted
operation
on all bands
simultaneously
providing
you were not tuned to the second harmonic of the band
below.
Remove
these
filters,
and your band was completely
unusable. There sure was a lot of RF flying about!
Alan and Dave kept a close comparison on how we were doing
wi th the 1885 results when VP9AD came 3rd. After 24 hours, it was
looking good, although 15M was down a little, but 10M was up.

Dear Don,
At last a few moments to drop you a line as suggested by Ian both in
his letters to me regarding membership and the last Newsletter of the CDXC.
I am sure that if you gave me some sort of deadline I could regularly send you
something for the Newsletter of my experiences of operating H.F. mobile,such
as when I worked the VU7 back in 1983 over a 50Khz. split with a single V.F.G.!
Then there was the time when I spent nearly two weeks in a pile-up for a 3C1
on 14Mhz.only to work him on 21Mhz with no problem.
It was a great pity to not be at Oxford this year but as I explained
to Ian I had to go to sea with the R.N.R.that week-end. Never mind I will endeavour to be there next year.
Well as far as wanted countries I still have a marathon ahead but just
for the record they are:
A3 AS A6 BV BY C2 C9 CE0A CE0X CE0Z 02 EP ET FT8X FT8Z FG FK FO(Clipperton)
FR/G FR/J FR/T FW HK0(M) HPJ576JDJ'X KC6 KG4 KH1/3/4/S/7/8/9/0

I thought that by being given 10M that I would spend most of
my time making co f f ee , but far from Lt ,:I worked 94 countries and
30 zones! The was an opening from Alaika to Hawaii,
Japan,
New
Zealand, India and of course to Europe, though I didn,t work any
GM's nor northern
Scandinavia. The ,Russians were noticeable
absent too on 10M.
When we finally wound it up, we had :made 13,860 QSO's and had
.a pre dupe score of 22.6 million points! This was over 5 million
better
than
1985, and so we are all hopeful
of a very good
result, although it was evident during the contest that stations
like P40V and others in the Caribbean enjoyed very good runs on
10M to the States whilst we could not hear the US at all.
It was a pity that our plane left just three hours after
the
contest ended, for there was going to be one hell of a party that
night, but sadly we had to go as I was due to fly up to Anchorage
first thing Wednesday morning. We did the photos in ou~ VP9AD
T
shirts, had a superb dinner which rum punch followed by multiple
bottles
of champagne, and then it was time for VP9HK to collect
us and take us to the airport.
It was sad to leave, for this had been a most memorable
week,
demonstrating to its best the international friendship of Amateur
Radio, in what is still in my opinion, the prettiest place there
is, even
though I have been fortunate to see some eighty
six
other countries in the world.

PY05 52 595T0

T2/30/31/32/S

KP1 KP5 KX P.Y0F

TI9 TN TT TV VK9L VK9M VK0H VKe!(Macquarie) VP8G

VP80 VP85(both) VR6 XE XF4 XU XV XW XX9 XZ YA YJ YN ZA ZK1 ZK2 ZK3 ZL7 ZL8 ZL9
Z5(Marion)

15 3B6 3B9 3C0 302 3X 3Y(both) 4W SR SU SV SW 70 9G 9N 9Q 9U & Abu Ail.

50 as you can see there is a bit of work to be done particularly in
the Pacific,I guess that I do not get up early enough as DXN5 shows that there
is a great deal of activity from there this year.
That brings me on to my failure of the year which was when after calling in a pile-up for a KX6 for over a hour the YL operator finally heard me and
called me.Momentarily I had left the car to go in a 'phone box and then into a
business visit.A telephone call that evening from Tony G4ZYQ told of the bad news!
I should know better than to leave a pile-up but my week-time mobile operation
only exists because some one is paying me to be 'on the road'Hi!
I hope thatthe enclosed 'life history' is worthy of being published
in the CDXC Newsletter if not I will fully understand that you need the space
for something more important.
If you would be kind enough to add my call-sign to the CDXC Countries
Wanted List I would appreciate it,the 26 most wanted that is not all the above.
The rest are I guess just a matter of being at the right place at the right time!
I have just received my 1A0 card making 200 confirmed out of 211 worked.
50 Don that's it for now,

Everyone treated us like old friends, and I am sure that
new lifelong friendships have been started as a result
of
wonderful opportunity.

FR

many
this

73 and good Dxing,

To all those in the Radio Society Of Bermuda my sincere thanks
for a most enjoyable week, and a special thanks to Judy & Alan
Davidson
for allowing me to take part in my first CQWW multi
multi, and for looking after their 'ops' so well!

Alan G4NXG/M

Alan J.Birch

I was introduced to amateur radio by my school science teacher, the late John Morris
G3ABG,back in 1960 at the age of eleven.John had installed some equipment in the science
laboratory and obtained G6SW as a prestigous callsign.lt could be phonetised as SCHOOL
WIRELESS,SHORT WAVE or even SCOTCH WHISKY.During lunch hours and after classes I would
listen in as John made contacts around the world,keeping a S.W.L.log book and sending
Q.S.L.cards.For the next ten years with a variety of receivers mainly of the broadcast
type (remember A.M.?}I was a very active S.W.L.,the cards from which I still have.
How about Angola,Mozambique,Niger,Aden,Nyasaland,Tanganyika&Northern

Rhodesia!

In 1968 I passed the R.A.E. but did not apply for a 'G8' call and never got above that
8 wpm. barrier with the CW so what with college and girls(not necessarily in that order)
amateur radio became a latent interest.
Over the next ten years apart from the odd magazine and one visit to the Granby Halls
exibition there was no involvement at all in the hobby but inevitably the 'bug' got hold
of me again.Late in 1980 I contacted the Home Office to enquire as to whether my R.A.E.
pass was still valid.Of course it was so I waited a few months to be issued with G6AJB,
the suffix being my initials,during February 1981.
My interest in mobile operation was initiated in those 2 metre days,driving some 1000
miles per week as a sales engineer around southern England.1 joined the local radio club
and also the Royal Naval Amateur Radio Society qualifying by being a serving member of
the Royal Naval Reserve,currently attached to Mersey Division as a Seaman Lieutenant.
At last with help of new found friends,tapes and slow-morse transmissions etc. I got my
CW up to speed and passed the test at Niton on February 12th 1982.
The call-sign G4NXG was issued to me but it was November before I had saved enough
money to purchase an FT-707 (still giving me excellent service today}and a series of
mono-band base loaded gutter-mountable whips.Immediately the rig was installed in my
car and right away I became hooked on this mode of operation. Nowadays about 99% of my
amateur radio is done while being mobile with a limited amount of V.H.F. from home.1
have had no base station H.F.antennae for over two years.
Since moving to the north of England my weekly milage as been reduced to around 500
but my H.F.activity remains as high as ever!To date have 211 countries worked(199confirmed},39 zones confirmed but have never worked an XE & just need cards from Colorado,
Louisiana and Kentucky for W.A.S.(should have sent them direct).Awards held are DXCC,
W.A.C.,ADXA,CDXC,AC15Z,W21M,W.B.C.,with
just a few shortages for some of the other major
ones(Not the Five-banders though as I have never worked a DX station on 80 metres!
O! course there are still too many countries required to mention,I have 001y14 of the
60 listed In DXNS#1288 1987 Wanted Country Survey and have only two from the list in the
last CD XC newsletter of the 26 most wanted countries. It goes without saying that any telephone call would be welcome (0942 44700}.No,not Cell Net;answer-phones are far cheaper.
and they don't 'waffle' .Let's just hope that I'm not far from home.
Well that covers the first twenty-five years or so with regrets for letting my interest lapse during the 1970's,also ironically John Morris G3ABG passed away at an early
age in 1980 so I never had the chance to thank him on the air for that introduction to
our splendid hobby.I should say that John will be remembered. for devising the Worked All
Britain Awards scheme to promote amateur radio interest in Great Britain.

73 to you all and good DXing,
ALAN

G4NXG

believe
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Then of course came the trophy giving, and I acquired a very
nice engraved
pewter tankard for my efforts and made a small
speech on behalf of the winners expressing our thanks
to the
R.S.B. and the Tourist Board for making it all possible. There is
no doubt that this contest is very worthwhile winning, and I am
amazed that there isn,t a bigger entry from Europe. It's easy
to
win from our side, as there are very few stations that appear
to
be interested in having a go.
I enclose
a summary of the results below which
will go to
illustrate the huge gap between those who were serious, and those
who dabbled. There are pathetically few entries although it would
be true to say that perhaps many stations did not bother
to
submit logs once they knew they were beaten.
The next day I went over to VP9AD's QTH to do a little
operating
as G4LJF/VP9
in order to limber up a bit for the
contest.
The size of the pile up was quite
remarkable
on 20
metres,
and within a couple of hours I had put 350 stations
in
the log.
Alan's QTH is situated above Hamilton harbor, and although
he
normally only has one tower up due to neighbour problems, for the
contest he has three, with a 15M mono on one, 10M & 40M monos
on
another, and a 20M mono on the third. There was also a delta loop
on 80M with further inverted V's on 80M & 160M. Just
to round
t~ings off,
there were
three beverages,
four
transmitter,
llnears, and Digital Voice Keyers! DVK's??
A DVK is an interesting gadget that enables you to record
up
to four messages, and sits in line between your mike and the rig.
Just put in your contest calls or whatever you like, and simply
push the buttons! It sure makes it easy on the voice during a 48
hour marathon, even if they do cost 300 Dollars a piece!
The same afternoon I got to meet the other ops in this multi
multi effort. One was an old friend from CDXC none
other
than
Bill Kelsey N8ET, ex G5CMX! It was good to see'Bill again, and he
sends along his best wishes to all his old friends. Bill was
to
run 20M and was to make some 4860 QSO,s during the contest!
15M was run by Dave, N3RD who
is another
great
contest
operator,
and he made over 3500 contacts in a very cool
manner.
Stewart
ran 40M with great persistence through the night, and
I
took over the rig in the day to run 10M along with Judy
Alan's
charming wife when she was not doing a splendid job in keeping us
all fed and watered!
Alan ran
160M most of the time, and made a staggering
1800
contacts,
even
if he was aided by the magnificent
A76
linear,
which is a piece of kit I would dearly like to have in my shack.
So quiet, yet so powerful .... !

17 Elmhow Grove,
Hawkley Hall,
WIGAN,
Lancashire,
WN3 SRQ.
October 12th 1987.
John W3HA ran 80H during the night, and spent most of the day
filming
us with his video camera! He found the DVK
invaluable
and I must admit I did too. I also got first hand experience
of
how effective a beverage can be and would
thoroughly
recommend
anyone
has has the space to try one, or three!
Each rig had a dedicated band pass receive filter
installed,
usually via a pair of jumpers attached to the transverter
socket
on the rear. These were really effective,
and allow~d
almost
totally
unrestricted
operation
on all bands
simultaneously
providing
you were not tuned to the second harmonic of the band
below.
Remove
these
filters,
and your band was completely
unusable. There sure was a lot of RF flying about!
Alan and Dave kept a close comparLson on how we were doing
wi th the 1885 resul ts when VP9AD came 3rd. After 24 hours, it was
looking good, although 15H was down a little, but 10H was up.

Dear Don,
At last a few moments to drop you a line as suggested by lan both in
his letters to me regarding membership and the last Newsletter of the CDXC.
I am sure that if you gave me some sort of deadline I could regularly send you
something for the Newsletter of my experiences of operating H.F. mobile,such
as when I worked the VU7 back in 1983 over a 50Khz. split with a single V.F.G.!
Then there was the time when I spent nearly two weeks in a pile-up for a 3C1
on 14Mhz.only to work him on 21Mhz with no problem.
It was a great pity to not be at Oxford this year but as I explained
to lan I had to go to sea with the R.N.R.that week-end. Never mind I will endeavour to be there next year.
Well as far as wanted countries I still have a marathon ahead but just
for the record they are:
A3 AS A6 BV BY C2 C9 CE0A CE0X CE0Z D2 EP ET FT8X FT8Z FG FK FO(Clipperton)

FR

FR/G FR/ J FR/T FW HK0(M) HP J576 JDJX KC6 KG4 KH1/3/4/S/7 /8/9/0 KP1 KP5 KX PY0F
I thought that by being given 10H that I would spend most of
my time making co f f ee , but far from i t ,: I worked 94 countries and
30 zones! The was an opening from Alaika to Hawaii,
Japan,
New
Zealand, India and of course to Europe, though I didn,t work any
GM's nor northern
Scandinavia. The ;Russians were noticeable
absent too on 10M.
'
When we finally wound it up, we had ~ade 13,860 QSO's and had
a pre dupe score of 22.6 million points! This was over 5 million
better
than
1985, and so we are all hopeful
of a very good
result, although it was evident during the contest that stations
like P40V and others in the Caribbean enjoyed very good runs on
10M to the States whilst we could not hear the US at all.
It was a pity that our plane left just three hours after
the
contest ended, for there was going to be one hell of a party that
night, but sadly we had to go as I was due to fly up to Anchorage
first thing Wednesday morning. We did the photos in ou~ VP9AD
T
shirts, had a superb dinner which rum punch followed by multiple
bottles
of champagne, and then it was time for VP9HK to collect
us and take us to the airport.
It was sad to leave, for this had been a most memorable
week,
demonstrating to its best the international friendship of Amateur
Radio, in what is still in my opinion, the prettiest place
there
is, even
though I have been fortunate to see some eighty
six
other countries in the world.

PY0S S2 S9 ·ST0 T2/30/31/32/S TI9 TN TT TY VK9L VK9M VK0~ vK0(Macquarie)

VP80 VP8S(both) VR6 XE XF4 XU XV XW XX9 XZ YA YJ YN ZA ZK1 ZK2 ZK3 ZL7 ZL8 ZL9
ZS(Marion) 1S 3B6 3B9 3C0 3D2 3X 3Y(both) 4W 5R SU SV SW 70 9G 9N 9Q 9U & Abu Ail.
So as you can see there is a bit of work to be done particularly in
the Pacific,l guess that I do not get up early enough as DXNS shows that there
is a great deal of activity from there this year.
That brings me on to my failure of the year which was when after calling in a pile-up for a KX6 for over a hour the YL operator finally heard me and
called me.Momentarily I had left the car to go in a 'phone box and then into a
business visit.A telephone call that evening from Tony G4ZYQ told of the bad news!
I should know better than to leave a pile-up but my week-time mobile operation
only exists because some one is paying me to be 'on the road'Hi!
I hope thatthe enclosed 'life history' is worthy of being published
in the CDXC Newsletter if not I will fully understand that you need the space
for something more important.
If you would be kind enough to add my call-sign to the CDXC Countries
Wanted List I would appreciate Itithe 26 most wanted that is not all the above.
The rest are I guess just a matter of being at the right place at the right time!
I have just received my 1A0 card making 200 confirmed out of 211 worked.
So Don that's it for now,

many
this

73 and good Dxing,

To all those in the Radio Society Of Bermuda my sincere thanks
for a most enjoyable week, and a special thanks to Judy & Alan
Davidson
for allowing me to take part in my first CQWW multi
multi, and for looking after their 'ops' so well!

Alan G4NXG/M

Everyone treated us like old friends, and I am sure that
new lifelong friendships have been started as a result
of
wonderful opportunity.

VP8G

Alan J.Birch

That evening
we were all picked up and
taken to VP9HL's
magnificent QTH in Warrick. John and Elsie are millionaires,
and
live
in superb style. However, John is one of the most generous
men around,
and it is largely due to his generosity
that the
Bermuda
Contest prize of a trip to VP9 is still possible, as he
picks up the cost to the Radio Society Of Bermuda, along with the
Tourist Board.
We had a super evening there despite the fact that it was a
very humid night. We ate like royalty, drank as we w1shed,
and
danced on the patio to the band that John had hired.
It was of course a chance to meet the R.S.B. Committee
also,
and surprise
surprise,
who else was there? None other
that
Stewart,
G4CNY who was out there for the CQWW as one of the ops
at VP9AD! Stewart and I had spoken many times but had never
met.
I am glad we did, for he is a most likable fellow.
Stewart
introduced me to Alan VP9AD, who asked me if I would
jOin the team at VP9AD for the contest. I was very honored,
and
after a quick think, I realized that the contest would finish two
and a half hours before we had to be at the airport
for the
return flight, so much to Ursula's horror, I agreed!
Tuesday
was a day to ourselves, so we spent it on the beach
doing
nothing, and Wednesday was much the same, except
that
in
the evening we all went down town to the AGM of the R.S.B .. They
have an interesting idea for getting people to attend.
At each AGM, each member puts a dollar into a kitty. All the
club members call signs are put into a hat, and one call is drawn
out.
If the winner is not present, too bad. He does not get the
prize, and the kitty is added to next years kitty. This year, the
prize
was 200 Dpllars, and would you believe it, the winner
was
not there! (Such an idea in CDXC could pay the petrol to my place
next year folks!).
Thursday
the weather turned a little cooler, the wind got up
and the humidity which had been unusually high, dropped. This was
welcome as this was the evening of the banquet and prize giving.
The banquet was held in the Hamilton Princess in great
style,
and this years guest of honour was Mr. Brian Cantly, the Deputy
Governor.
He made a most interesting address, and revealed
that
he had been interested in Ham Radio from an early age, but due to
his continual movement around the world in the Diplomatic
Corps,
he had been unable to find the time to get down to taking
the
licence and get established. Instead, he was a keen SWL.
He mentioned
a rather amusing cartoon that he had seen
in
Short
Wave
magazine
of a ham slouched over the desk of his
station
in a pool of blood, with a triumphant
wife standing
behind
in her dressing gown with a shotgun in one hand and the
microphone
in the other. The caption read ·This station
is now
definitely
QRT!·. This sent a little warning signal to me, as

Whilst recovering from a protracted session on the LF bands, having
achieved two unsatisfying QSO's with the ~ount Athos expedition,
and having listened to hours of shouting, aggression and
recriminations, I began to ponder upon the purpose of our
particular aspect of our hobby.
Upon consideration two facts
stand, out about keen DX'ers
we are competitors and we are
collectors.
We collect call signs and QSL cards and we enjoy a
battle.
What is necessary to get back that magic report?
In order to say
"5 and 9" at the right time, and to the right person, many of us
have expended great sums of money and huge amounts of time. Which
brings me to the next requirement - stamina.
Even with as much
time as one would want. the determination to sit at the rig at any
hour. come what may is" still necessary.
Any big-time top bander
will"tell you that for real success it is often necessary to wreck
many a nights sleep (sometimes for the wife as well), in order to
see that score keep on going up and up. And what about when you
don't work it? Thats the time when you just can't make it through
the pile up, or the propagation disappears before you are called on
a list. or perhaps you are on the list and get forgotten.
So
anothe~ quality required by our top DX man is the ability to
tolerate occasional (or frequent) bouts of intense aggravation.
To summarise then we need money, time, stamina and a philosophic
attitude.
What do we get for all this? Pieces of paper with call
signs' What we don't get is admiration, either from our fellow
DX'ers or our families.
Our chums will always reckon that they
would have done as well or better than us, given the opportunity,
and to many a family we are at best a pain in the neck, hunched
over that box from which an incessant cacophony is emitted.
So is
it all worth it? For me it still is, although I doubt if I could
give a rational explanation as to why.
It is sometimes rewarding to contemplate life outside DX'ing.
We
can in fact actually use the bands to talk to people, so to finish
I offer a verbatim extract from a letter I recently received from
W6SN. Bill, who is known to many of you, and who has 350+
countries under his belt. broke a bone whilst visiting Australia.
His host VK5RN got him i~to a local hospital and gave him a 2M HT
to keep in touch.
One day Den (GW3CDP) and I were called to the
rig to find that VK5RN had patched Bill through on 20m in superb
conditions.
We had a good chat on a few consecutive days, after
which Bill returned home.
He then wrote as follows ••..
"In all my 64 years of Ham Radio, I think my talks with you two lying on my back in a hospital bed at the bottom of the world in
Stirling Australia and having perfect reception from London and
Neath •...•.. was one of the most exciting things I ever enjoyed in
amateur

radio"

THE DXNS CALENDAR
Ti 11 Nov 30
Till Dee
Ti 11 Feb?
Ti 11 May?
mid-Nov
Ti 11 Dee 9
Till Dee 1
Nov 22
Nov 24-30
N.;)v25-Dee 8
Nov 26-Dee 3
Nov 28-29
No v

Dee
Dee
Dee
Dee
Dee
Dee
Jan
Jan
Jan
Jan
Jan

30

4-6
8-15
(mid)
22-28
27

1
9-10
16-17
2~-24
30-31

<Tnx G4DYO> •

YASME i y, XE
AY Pt'efixes
ZS7ANT
VKOHI, He ar-d Is.
TI9M by TI8CBT
4U1 nu by W1RR
PYOFC/FZ
INORC/MARAC etsts
KC6CS by JE1JKL
9M6ZR by WA2HZR
YJ by W's
CQ WW CW Ctst
IOTA ~lpdates due
J5 by K8MN
ARRL 16010Cc·ntest
VK9YE by VE3XO
Cat'ibbeaY,by PAOCRA
VK9YD by OH5VD
Canada Day Coy,test
Happy New Ye ar- Ctst
"73" 15/20 SSB Ctst
1173
16001SSB Ctst
1173
40/80m SSB ctst
YL-ISSB CW Pty
11

11

Ti 11 Dec
Till Dee 31
Till Mar
Ti 11 Nov 23
Till Nov 24
Till Dee 5
Till Dee 7
Nov 23-Dec 26
Nov 25-Dee 7
Nov 26-30
Nov 27-Dee
Nov 28-29
Dee/Jan?
Dee
Dee 5-6
Dee 12-13
Dee 19-22
Dee 25-31
Dee 29-Jan
Jan 2-3
Jan 15?
Jan 16-17
Jan 29-31

Special CT calls
T08 pfx by F08s
D2 by YU2NA??
KC6 by DLs
T5 by DJ6SIIDK9KX
VP5 by W gt'OUp
5H3BH by SMOAJU
J6DX by SW Ohio
VK9YH/VK9YV
Deseeheo
BV Or! RTTY
HF'Challenge CW
S GalS Sand by CXs?
ZL6BA by VK7ZSJ
TOPS 80m CW Coy,test
ARRL 10m Contest
VK9YD/VK9X
6C Pt'efix by YKs
VK9YD/VK9X
"73" 1001SSB Ctst
AZ1DX SA-22??
Hungat'ian DX Ctst
CQWW 160 CW Ctst

VE8CDX is cur-r-erre t y QRV f'r-om Cc.rnwallis Is and will be there until midDec. PA3AXU/SU is very QRV all bands including WARC, as is 9Q5DA on CW
only.
KYOT will make a stopover in ZD9 during the last week of Nov.
KP2A, 8P9, V31, KC6, VP5 etc. will be QRV in CQWW CW.
Incidentally,
during
the
1986 CQWW CW Contest,
ON4UN
worked
the
following
on 80: VQ9QM VS6DO ZS5MY HSOA HC8A 6Y5J 8P9AG
VK3XB
VK3NC
VK5KL
YBOARA 9N1MM KP2N BY4AA BYOAA OK1XC/JT1 5H3Z0 KG6DX UV100
A71BK
5T5XX
VP2MU VP5X N4RP/C6A VP9AD W6KG/FH PJ7A P40A and J6DX.
To quote
John, "Co rid i ti i orus were fait', but y,othing outstandiy,g". Quite'

really good contest station with a reasonable
estate at an affordable price.

amount

of

real

Jeff
is one of those enviable people who has a rig and
amplifier for each band! He just hates wasting time tuning up for
a DX contact that might be on the point of vanishing! He is also
a very keen 160M operator, and has worked around 250 countries on
that band.
He gave me a few tips on how to load up the tower
(that was!) on 160, and I hope that this winter I will at last be
QRV on that band!
John, VE30ZB
is a young enthusiastic operator, with a most
impressive tower in a very small housing lot some 60 miles South
of Toronto. He has only been licenced three years, and so I was
not surprised to see a long wire across my bedroom window to the
nearest
tree, and to hear the never ending burble of QSO,s
from
the room next door. John,s wife Cathy was not so enthusiastic
though,
and joined Ursula to the role of radio widow.
(These
creatures
are a dangerous animal. They have an above average
skill of being able to spend whilst their husbands only run up a
minimal
electricity
bill!)
John works
for Armstong
Building
materials.
Barny, DK8ZB, didn,t appear to speak a great deal of English,
so he and DK9ZP plus their XYL's tended to form their own group.
However I did see a wonderful picture of Barny's 100 ft. tower,(a
man with taste!), as it used to be. Apparently, despite the fact
that the tower had been up for over a year, and. blended in well
with the trees, a neighbour recently raised an objection, and he
had to take it down. Not an easy task as it was a fixed tower.
Barny has a video servicing business,
and
is a very keen
contester.
Monday
we all hired scooters and went touring all over
the
island. There is a 20 mph speed limit, but tourists are unlikely
to be prosecuted, so we managed to get the single speed Honda
up
to double that, which on the islands tortuous
roads definitely
gave me the hots for grand prix racing!
There was much evidence still of the direct hit from Hurricane
Emilly,
with huge trees uprooted, overhead cables lying on the
ground besides the road, and the occasional boat either up on the
rocks on worse still, just showing above the water!

4

Apparently
the islands Ham Emergency Net played an
important
part in communications during the crisis. It was also a telephone
call
from a Ham in Florida who participates
in the Hurricane
Watch Net that alerted the island that previous
forecasts
were
wrong and that there would be a direct hit instead of a passing
one, and
it would also
occur
several
hours earlier
than
predicted.
However,
despite
the damage, our tour around
the
island was still a most enjoyable day out, and talk about a small
world,
we bumped into one of our retired 707 Captains
in the
Maritime museum whom I had not seen for eleven years!

I have been extremely busy of late so I must apologise for not
having
more to contribute. The next task is to finnish off the
design
of the Club Certificate Of Merit now that I have a mouse
for the computer.
In between all this I will have arrange for the importation of
new KT34A and 3 el 40M beams and get back on the air. It may be
that
in due course I will be able to order spares from KLM and
rebuild
my original antennas, so I may well sell these
in due
course if anyone is interested.
I hope
that you enjoy the article
on Bermuda
week. With
reference to the CQWW, there has been some criticism of VP9AD not
hearing stations from Europe on 80 & 160 M. I would just like to
say that the ops on those bands were very experienced contesters,
and
the problems from this end may have been attributed
to the
fact that a: reception was only on beverages, b: the European
beverage
was picking
up S9 noise
from something
local and
c:perhaps the ops technique was to run up a large score from the
USA rather than struggle with weaker signals from Europe. I can't
remember how many 'QSO's were made on 80M, but I do remember that
more than 1800 were made on 160M!
73

Winner's

Trip To Bermuda October

1987

By Ian Shepherd G4LJF
Ursula
and I boarded the British Airways 747 very exhausted
after
forty eight hours of clearing up after the hurricane
that
robbed us of several trees,my tower and all my antennas.
The seven hour flight passed quickly, as we both slept a lot
of the way, and ended with a perfect touchdown at the Bermuda
airport amidst sparkling corral reef in an ocean that shone
like
diamonds in the brilliant sunshine.
We were soon through the formalities, and exited the
building
in eighty
five degrees
of humid
heat,
overdressed for the climate!

terminal
totally

Within
a few seconds we spotted a group
of likely
looking
individuals with handy talkies on their belts, and we knew we had
found the welcoming party.
Glen Cuco VP9ID, the current President of The Radio Society Of
Bermuda,
introduced us to Tony VP9HK, Awards manager, and Roger
VP9LE. We also were soon joined by Barny
DK8ZB,
the German
winner, who was also on the plane, but who had eluded my attempts
to find him as he was on the upper deck! Barny brought with him
DK9ZP, Hans, who was the winner two years ago.
Tony drove
us to the Elbow Beach Hotel
in Paget,
with a
pitstop
at his very pleasant QTH on the way, where we met his
wife Ginnine.
The hotel is situated on the South shore
of the
island in the parish of Paget, just a short drive
from the
capitol, Hamilton, which is not ,incidentally in Hamilton parish,
but
in Pembroke!
Tony is a very likeable ex GW - aren't
they
all! (By that I do not mean that the are likeable
because
they
are far away!).
The hotel
is situated on the top of a hill, and commands
a
splendid
view over the ocean, its mid level swimming
pool and
magnificent beach.
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We had all been issued with reciprocal licenses, and within
a
few minutes of arriving at the hotel, Glen was calling us on 2
Metres to say that we should be ready in half an hour to go down
to Hamilton to have our photo taken by the press!
Accordingly,
the front page of the Royal Gazette next day carried
a large
photo of us all together with an article on the contest.(They
could have waited till LJF got over the jet lag Hil).
After
the photos, we went back to the hotel and had a few
drinks
together
and got to say hello
to the other winners.
K1ZM,Jeff, Vice President of one of New Yorks largest banks,
has
a superb station about 50 miles north of Manhattan. He and his
wife Miriam spend four hours each day commuting back and forth to
New York! Such is the price one has to pay over there to get a

mE

SECR.E'T..tRy'S NO'TEPAf)

Hello everybody. I trust that you are all enjoying the upturn
in band conditions that I keep hearing about, but cannot actually
hear due to being QRT at the moment.
If you haven,t yet heard, I am afraid that the hurricane
took
my tower and all the antennas with it! I trust that the same fate
has not happened to others, although I believe that John G4PEO
had a bad time as did Roger G3LQP.
I have sent Don a photo of what the end of the world
looks
like, but happily
I am able to report
that evolution
is in
progress
and that the bits and pieces are gradually arriving
to
rebuild the station.
This
last two months we have had three new members
including our first SWL.

join

us,

Welcome
to Denzil GW3CDP in West Glamorgan,
Tony G4SVB
in
Brighton and to Oavid Whitaker BRS 25429 of whom many of you have
no doubt
heard
of. David has heard
342 countries
with
340
confirmed - no mean feat when you consider the attitude that many
ops have towards SWL QSL cards!
The main topic for me this last six weeks has centered
around
the encroachment onto 144.525 of the slow morse
transmissions.
This
happened
without
warning
and resulted
in some
very
unfortunate
exchanges
between ourselves and some of the slow
morse tutors.
My
immediate task was to write to David Evans and to Ron Ray
at G3CAR
which was the station that not only gave us the most
QRM, but who also seemed determined to succeed in poaching
our
well established frequency.
I think that Don will be glvlng you all a fuller account
of
events,
but I will just say that a reply was received
from Hr
Brett Rider
of RSGB, a copy of which is reproduced
below.
It
needs
to be said that Ron Ray G3NCL, who does much of the morse
broadcasting
rom G3CAR did not even acknowledge my letter,
even
when spoken to on the air.
At the moment, the matter seems to be resolved, but we really
must be seen to be using .525 more often, a view that is echoed
in a letter from Steve GW4BLE. Even if you are not in the mood to
switch on the HF rig and put out information about anything, then
please do come on the frequency more often. Announce that you are
alive and say something!
John G3HTA has sent some words on the Western OX Group. Thanks
John.
I shall have to watch out for those G0's who are rapidly
catching me up!

